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An unbranded English violin bow by James Tubbs:
Repairs: There are no visible repairs, though the silver wire grip is not original.
Condition: This bow is in remarkably fine condition with only minor wear. It may be that it
has only been re-haired a few times. The original ivory tip face is in good condition and the
edges of the frog are still quite sharp. The characteristic Tubbs style adjusting screw shows little
wear.

Comments: This bow is apparently an early bow by James Tubbs likely around the time he
helped establish the workshop of W.E. Hill & Sons. It shows most of the features by which later
bows of this maker are known. There is to be seen the slightly large flared head, the elongated
ferrule, the fine and supple dark round stick and the Tubbs screw. In contrast to later bows
however, it has an ivory
tip face rather than silver,
the ferrule is thinner than
on later Tubbs bows and
the frog is cleverly
designed without a
spreader wedge. It is also
worth noting that the tip
of the head is shorter than
on late Tubbs bows. The
frog is decorated with a
mother of pearl dot
whereas later period
Tubbs bows invariably
have plain sides. The
wood of the stick is
lighter and more redish
than is typical with later
Tubbs bows. Overall this
bow has a slightly more
transitional character to it
than what we expect from modern bow makers.
This bow is sold with a certificate of authenticity by Reid Hudson, Duncan BC 2010
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An unbranded English violin bow by James Tubbs:
This bow is sold with a certificate of authenticity by Reid Hudson, Duncan BC 2010

Description: This bow has a round stick of red-brown pernambucco wood with an ivory
tip face and silver wire grip. The rounded silver mounted ebony frog has a mother of
pearl slide and dot. The adjuster is covered in silver. There are no apparent cracks or
repairs, though the silver grip is a replacement. It is notable that the frog is designed
without a spreader wedge.
Weight: 59 grams
October 29, 2010

Balance point: 24 cm. from the adjuster
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